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A BSTR AC T
Friendly Index Sets of 
Starlike Graphs
by
Daniel Anthony Corral
Dr. Ebrahim Salehi, Exam ination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
For a graph G = {V,E)  and a coloring (labeling) /  : V{G) Z 2  let V f { i )  =  
| / “ ^ ( i ) | .  The coloring /  is said to  be friendly i f  | n y ( l )  -  n/(0)| <  1. The coloring 
/  : V{G)  —> Z 2  induces an edge labeling / *  : E{G)  —> Z 2  defined by f*{xy)  =  
f {x )  +  f{y )  (mod 2). Let ef{i) = | / * “ ^(i)|. The friendly index set of the graph C, 
denoted by EI{G),  is defined by
FI{G)  =  { |e / ( l )  — e/(0)| : /  is a friendly vertex labeling of G }.
In  this thesis the friendly index sets of certain classes of trees, called starlike graphs, 
w ill be determined.
Ill
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C H A P TE R  1 
IN TR O D U C TIO N
Civen a graph G w ith  set of vertices U(G'), set of edges E{G),  and an abelian 
group A. a labeling /  : V{G) A  induces an edge labeling / *  defined by f*{xy) = 
+  / ( y ) .  For i  e A,  let Vf{i) =  and let X  = { \ef ( i )  -
■ i , j  Ci A} .  I f  \vf { i ) — Vf{ j) \  < 1 for every i , j  e A  then /  is called A-friendly. I f  
X  is a (0, l) -m a tr ix  then /  is also called A-cordial. Hovery was the firs t to study A-  
cordial labelings [2]. Cahit produced several results, including: every tree is cordial; 
Kn is cordial if  and only i f  n <  3; W „, the wheel is cordial i f  and only if  n 7  ^ 3 
(mod 2); C» is cordial i f  and only i f  n 7  ^ 2 (mod 2) [8 ]. Cahit also demonstrated 
tha t i f  the card ina lity  of a Eulerian graph is congruent to 2 (mod 2), then the graph 
is not cordial. Benson and Lee [1] found a good number of cordial regular w indm ill 
graphs. The construction o f cordial graphs by composition and Cartesian product 
was researched by Ho, Lee and Shee [7].
Civen a graph G — (V, E)  w ith  a coloring /  : V{G)  -+ {0 ,1 }, let V f { i )  = \ f ~ ^ { i ) \ .  
Then /  is said to  be friendly provided tha t |n / ( l)  — u/(0)| <  1. This coloring induces 
an edge labeling / *  : E{G)  {0 ,1 } defined by f*{xy)  = f { x )  + f ( y )  (mod 2) for 
every x , y  E E{G).  Also let e /( i)  =  | / * “ HOI- For a graph G, the set EI{G) = 
{ |e / ( l)  — e/(0)| : /  is a friendly labeling} is called friendly index set of the graph G.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
We use figure 1 to  illustra te  the concept of a friendly labeling. In  this figure we have 
3 graphs w ith  6  vertices which are colored in  a friendly manner.
1 1
o ——o o
a
OO 0 0
1 0 
— 0— 0 0
0 1
10— 0-------0— 0 0
10 oo i 6 — o o
Figure 1.1: EXAM PLES OF FR IE N D LY  COLORED CRAPHS.
We note tha t a graph G is cordial i f  0 or 1 be in  the friendly index set FI{G)  
[11]. Therefore the study of friendly index sets is a generalization of the concept of 
cordiality. Our goal w ill be to  investigate A -friendly labelings where A  = Z 2  and 
FI{G) = { |e / ( l )  —e/(0)| : /  is a friendly labeling of C } w ill denote the friendly index 
set. Occasionally we w ill drop the subscript /  in the case of clear context.
The com putational complexity in determining whether a graph has a cordial la­
beling is NP-complete. This fact was proven by Cairne and Edwards [5]. In  fact the 
smaller scale question o f whether or not a connected graph of diameter 2 admits a 
cordial labeling is also NP-complete. Therefore Cairne and Edwards have concluded 
tha t i t  is d ifficu lt to  determine the friendly index sets of graphs. S in-M in Lee and Ho 
Kuen Ng made the firs t attem pt at this problem [11]. C urrently i t  is known tha t ele­
ments of a friendly index set F I  (G) do not necessarily form an arithm etic progression.
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Lee and Ng have conjectured tha t the elements of the friendly index set of any tree 
w ill form  an arithm etic progression [12]. Further conjectures have included tha t the 
common difference of the arithm etic progression be 2 [13]. This conjecture has been 
verified for serval classes of tress, including: trees w ith  perfect matching, Fibonacci, 
and Lucas trees [13]. In  this thesis the friendly index sets o f certain graphs w ill be 
explored. The established results w ill be used to verify the va lid ity  of the conjecture 
tha t the elements of friendly index set of any tree form an arithm etic progression.
For a friendly labeling, an induced colored edge cannot be both labeled 0 and 1. 
So the set o f a ll edges labeled 0 and the set of all edges labeled 1 w ill be disjoint. 
As a result q — e /(0) +  e /( l) .  Immediately we see tha t e / ( l )  — q — e /(0) which 
yields e / ( l)  — e/(0) = q — e /(0) — e/(0) =  y — 2e/(0). A  sim ilar computation gives us 
6/(0) — 6/(1) = q — 2 e /( l) . Note tha t i f  q is even then 6/(0) — 6/(1) is even and i f  q is 
odd then 6/(0) — 6/(1) is odd. Observe tha t —g <  6/(0) — 6/(1) =  g — 26/(1) <  g since 
6/(1) may equal g. Consequently |6/(1) -  6/(0)| <  g. Hence FI{G)  Ç {0, 2,4 ,..., g} if  
g is even and FI{G)  Ç (1 ,3 ,5 ,..., g} i f  g is odd. This observation w ill be be recorded 
as a lemma.
L e m m a  1. [11] Suppose that G is a graph that has q edges and friendly index set 
FI{G).  I f  q is even then FI[G)  Ç {0 ,2 ,4 ,..., g} and if  q is odd then FI{G)  Ç 
j[ l,  3, 5,..., g}.
We have a more cosmetic version of this result. By the above paragraph e/(0) and 
6/(1) may assume any integer value between 0 and g/2 i f  g is even; 0 and (g — l ) / 2  if  
g is odd. Hence 6/(0) and 6 /(1) may take on integer values between 0 and (g /2 j. So
3
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depending on the graph |e/(0) — e /( l) |  may take on a ll values in  the set {q — 2i : i = 
0 ,1 ,2 ,..., [g /2 j} .  Therefore FI{G) Ç {q -  2i : i = 0 ,1 ,2 ,..., [g /2 j} .  We now state 
this result as a lemma. .
L e m m a  2. [13] For any graph G with q edges, FI{G)  Ç {q—2i : i  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,..., [g /2 j}.
Another useful result is the friendly index set of a path P„. In  fact there are 
several places later in  the thesis where we w ill need to  know the friendly index set of 
the path P„. A  path P„ has n vertices, hence n — 1 edges. Figure 2 shows the paths: 
P i, Pz, Ps, and P4 .
P 2  
o o
Figure 1 .2 : TH E  GRAPHS OF P%, P2 , P3 , P4 .
The friendly index set for the path P„ was in it ia lly  computed by Salehi and Lee [13]. 
They derived this result using methods discovered during the ir work dealing w ith  
friendly index sets of graphs w ith  perfect matching. A  graph w ith  perfect matching 
w ill be discussed later. For now we present a different proof tha t uses techniques that 
w ill prove to  be useful in  the study of the friendly index set ST{n\  6"). We w ill have 
two cases depending upon the parity  of n.
For the firs t case we consider n  to be odd, so then there is an integer k such tha t 
n  =  2 fc+ l. W ith o u t loss of generality we label the le ft most vertex by 0. There w ill be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2k more vertices to  label. Since we have a friendly labeling a possible coloring could 
be; of these remaining vertices: k vertices w ill be labeled 0 and k  vertices labeled 1 . 
We can pair these 2k remaining vertices so tha t we get any combination of O’s and 
I ’s s itting  next to  each other occurs: (0  and 1 ), (1  and 0 ), (1  and 1 ), and (0  and 0 ). 
Hence e/(0) ranges from  the integers 0 to  2k. Likewise 6/(1) ranges from the integers 
0 to  2k. Now suppose 6/(0) =  i and 6/(1) =  j  then i + j  = 2k. So then
|e /(0 ) -  e /( l) |  = \ i - j \
= |2A: — j  — j\  (11)
=  |2(A:-;)|
and j  e  ZÇ]\f),2k]. Since h{j) = 2{k — j )  is a decreasing b ijection from Z f) [0 , fc] 
to {0, 2 ,4 ,..., 2k} thns {0, 2 ,4 ,..., 2k] Ç FI { P 2k+i)- By lemma 1.1, {0 ,2 ,4 ,..., 2k] C 
FI{P 2k+i) Ç {0, 2 ,4 ,..., 2A:}. Therefore FI {P 2k+i) =  {0 ,2 ,4 ,..., 2A:}.
Now we consider when n  = 2k for some integer k. For friendly labeling to occur 
we have k  vertices labeled 0 and k of vertices labeled 1. We can pair these 2k vertices 
so tha t any combination o f O’s and I ’s s itting  next to  each other occurs: (0 and 1),
(1 and 0), (1 and 1), and (0 and 0). So then 6/(0) ranges from 0 to  2A; — 1 and 6/(1)
ranges from 0  to 2 /c -  1 . Let 6/(0) =  i and 6 / ( 1) =  j  then i + j  = 2k -  1. So then
|e /(0 ) -  6/ ( l ) |  = \ i - j \
^  \2k -  1 -  j  -  j\ (12)
=  | 2 ( t - ; ) - l |
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
and j  E ZP|[0,2A: — 1]. Since h{j) = 2{k — j )  — 1 is a decreasing bijection from 
Zf\ ] f ) , k  — 1] to { 1 , 3 , 5 , 2/c — 1}, as a result { 1 , 3 , 5 , 2/c — 1} Ç F I{P 2 k) Q 
{ 1 ,3, 5 , 2 /c — 1 }. Therefore FI{P 2 k) =  { 1 , 3 , 5 , 2/c — 1 }.
The following theorem is the result of the above discussion:
T h e o re m  3. For any path Pn,
{ 0 , 2 , 4 , 2 /c} i f  n  is odd;
FI{Pn)  =  j
{1 ,3 , 5 , 2/c — 1} i f  n  is even.
R e m a rk  4. It is easy to observe that any friendly index of P„ can be obtained by a
coloring with e / ( l )  >  e /(0 ).
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C H APTER  2
ESTABLISHED RESULTS 
Friendly Index Sets of Complete B ipartite  Craphs 
Here we discuss the friendly index sets of complete b ipartite  graphs. We start 
w ith  the defin ition of a complete graph and provide its friendly index set. Then we 
present the work done by Lee and Ng concerning complete b ipartite  graphs.
A graph G is complete i f  every two d istinct vertices are jo ined by an edge (adja­
cent). A  complete graph of order n is denoted by Kn  and has (n (n  — l) ) /2  edges. 
Figure 3 illustrates the complete graphs; K\,  K 2  and X 4 .
O O * " " o
K-! Kn Kn K 4
Figure 2.1: T H E  C O M PLETE CRAPHS K^, K 2  ,Ks, K^.
Lee and Ng found the friendly index set for a complete graph [11]:
Theorem 5. For n > 2 the friendly index set of the complete graph Kn is F/(A„) 
{ [ n / 2 ] } .
Proof. We w ill have two cases based upon the parity  o f n.
7
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Case 1. Suppose tha t n  is even. So then there exists an integer k such tha t n = 2k. 
Since we have a friendly labeling we must color k vertices by 0 and color k vertices by 
1. In th is situation each “zero” edge paired w ith  k — 1 other “zero” edges, avoiding 
double counting, gives us k { k — l ) / 2  induced “zero” edges. Likewise each “one” edge 
is paired w ith  k — 1 other “one” edges, yielding k{k — l ) / 2  more “zero” edges. Hence 
6/(0) =  fc(/c—l)/2+ /c(A :—1)/2 =  2k{k—l) l2  =  k'  ^— k. Each “zero” vertex is connected 
by an edge to k “one” vertices resulting in  k ‘^ /2 “one” induced edges, sim ilarly each 
“one” vertex is paired w ith  k “zero” vertices giving & f/2  more “one” induced edges. 
Consequently 6 /(1) =  k'^/2 +  k ‘^ /2 = P .  Therefore | 6 / ( 1 ) — e/(0)| =  k.
Case 2. Now suppose tha t n is odd. In  this case there is an integer k where 
n = 2k + 1. We have two situations which may occnr; we label k vertices by 0 or we 
label k+1  vertices by 0. In  the firs t situation we have k  “zero” vertices and k+1  “one” 
vertices. Each “zero” vertex is connected to /c —1 other “zero” vertices and each “one” 
vertex is paired w ith  k  “one” vertices, thus 6/(0) =  k{k — l ) /2  + {k + l )k /2  =  P .  
Each “zero” vertex is paired w ith  k + 1 “one” vertices and each “one” vertex is 
connected to  k “zero” vertices, hence 6/(1) =  k{k + l ) /2  + {k + l )k /2  — k'  ^ + k. 
So then |e /( l)  — e/(0)| =  A:. In  the other situation we color k + 1 vertices by 0 
and color k  vertices by 1. So then 6/(0) =  (A: +  l ) k /2  + k{k -  l ) / 2  =  P  and 
6/(1) = {k + l ) k /2  + k{k + l ) / 2  = k ‘^ + k. Hence |e /( l)  — 6/(0)| = k. □
A  graph G  is called b ipartite  i f  V(G)  can be partitioned in to  two disjo int subsets S  
and T , called pa rtite  sets, such tha t every edge of G jo ins a vertex of S  and a vertex of 
T . A  graph tha t is both complete and b ipartite  is called a complete b ipartite  graph.
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A  complete b ipartite  graph such tha t |5| =  m  and \T\ =  n  is denoted by K{m,n) .  
Figure 4 displays the complete b ipartite  graphs K{2,3)  and A (3 ,3).
Jf(2 ,3) A (3 ,3 )
Figure 2.2: TW O  C O M PLETE B IP A R TITE  GRAPHS.
The following theorem and corresponding proof tha t are due to  Lee and Ng [11] w ill 
pertain to  the friendly index set for a complete b ipartite  graph.
Theorem 6. Suppose that Km,n w a compete bipartite graph where m  < n. When 
m  + n is even and m  is even, then FI{Km,n) = (m — 2)^, (m  — 4)^,..., 2^, 0}. In 
the case where m  + n is even and m  is odd, then FI{Km,n) — {m?, {m — 2)^, (m — 
4)2, ...,3 2 ,1 } . W h e n m + n  is odd then FI{Km,n) — { ( m + l) m ,m ( m —1), (m —l) (m  — 
2) , - , 2 , 0 }.
Proof. Suppose tha t /  is an a rb itra ry  friendly coloring for A'm.n w ith  partite  sets M  
and N . We w ill assume tha t |M | =  m  and |A'| =  n where m  < n. So then Km,n has 
m  + n vertices. This proof w ill be broken into 2 cases depending upon the parity of
m  + n.
Case A. m  +  n is even. Since /  is a friendly labeling we know tha t (m +  n )/2  
vertices of Km,n w ill be labeled 0 and (m +  n )/2  vertices o f w ill be labeled 1. 
Note th a t m  +  n is even, so there exists an integer k  such tha t m  + n = 2k. Let i
9
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denote the number of vertices of M  tha t are colored 0. Since there are m  vertices 
in M ; i t  must be the case tha t m  — i vertices of M  are colored 1. A s a  result there 
are k — i vertices of N  colored 0 and k — m  + i vertices of N  colored 1. Now then 
6/(0) =  i{k — i) + {m — i){k — m  + i) and 6/(1) = i{k — m  + i) + {m — i){k — i). Hence
|e/(0) -  6 /( l) |  =  \i{2i — m) + {m — i){m — 2i)\
= I — i{m — 2Ï) +  (m  — i){m — 2i)\
(2.1)
=  1(771 — 2i){m — 2i)\
=  1(777 — 2 i f \ .
Moreover, i < {m + n) /2  and m - i  < (m  +  7i)/2. So then (m — n ) / 2 < i <  {m + n)/2.  
Observe tha t i t  is also true tha t 0 <  7 <  m. Hence, the friend ly indices obtained 
would be
{|(77i -  2 i f  \ : c i < i <  Ci), (2.2)
where c, =  max{0, (777 -  7% ) /2 }  and Q  =  min{777, (777 +  t 7 ) / 2 } .  By assumption we have 
777 <  77 so then the friendly index set is FI{Km,n)  =  {|(777—27)2| : 0 <  7 <  777} =  {|(777- 
27)21 ; 0 <  7 <  [777/ 2J}. Note tha t when 777 is even 777 — 27 is even and when 777 is odd 
777 — 27 is odd. So then, if  777 is even then FI{Km,n) = { 7772, (777 — 2 )2 , —4)2,..., 22,0}
and i f  777 is odd then FI{Km,n) =  {mf, (m -  2)2, (777 -  4)2,. . . ,  3 2 ,1 }.
Case B . 777 +  77 is odd. In  this situation there is an integer k such tha t 777+77 = 2k + l. 
There are two subcases tha t need to be analyzed.
Subcase B l ,  Let u /(0) =  k  and 77/(1) = k + I. Again we color i vertices of M  by 0, 
consequently labeling 777—7 vertices of M  by 1. Now then k —i vertices of N  are colored
10
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0 and k + l  — m  + i vertices labeled 1. So then e/(0) =  i{k — i) + {m — i){k +1 — m  + i) 
and 6 /(1) = i{k + 1 — m  + i) + {m — i){k — i). Thus
16/(0) — 6/(1) I =  |z(27 — 777 +  1) +  (777 — 7) (777 — 27 — 1)|
=  I — 7(777 — 27 — 1) +  (777 — 7) (777 — 27 — 1)1 (2-3)
=  1(777 — 27 — 1)(777 — 27)|.
Observe tha t i < (777+ 77—1)/2 and 777—7 <  (t77+77+1)/2, which implies (777—77—1)/2 <  
7 <  (777 +  77 — l) /2 .  So the friendly index set is
{1(777 -  27 -  1)(777 -  27)| : Ci < i < Q } ,  (2.4)
where Cj =  max{0, (777 — 77 — l ) / 2 }  and Q  — min{777, (777 +  77 — l ) / 2 } .  Since 777 <  77 we 
have FI{Km,n) = (K m  — 2 i  — 1 ) ( 7T7 — 27 ) |  : 0 <  7 <  777}. Notice tha t 777 — 27 — 1 and 
777 — 27 are consecutive integers and have opposite parity, hence {m — 2i — l){m — 2i)
is even. Therefore FI{Km,n) = {(777 +  1)777,777(777 — 1) ,  (777 -  1 ) ( 7T7 -  2),..., 2 ,0}.
Subcase B2. Let u /(0 ) =  A: +  1 and u / ( l )  =  k. Here we label i  of the vertices of 
M  by 0, which implies 777 — 7 vertices of M  are colored 1 . Hence k + 1 — i  vertices 
of N  are colored 0 and k — m  + i  vertices of N  are labeled 1 . As a result 6/(0) =
11
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i{k + l  — i) + {m — i){k — m  + i) and 6/(1) i{k — m  + i) + {m —i){k +1 —i). Therefore
|6/(0) — 6/(1) j =  |z(2i — 171 — 1) +  (m  — i)(jn — 2z +  1) |
=  I — i{m  — 2i +  1) +  (m  — i){m — 2i + 1)| (2-5)
=  |(m  — 2i + l) (m  — 2i)|.
In  this instance i < (m  +  n + 1/2) and m  — i <  (m + n  —1)/2, yielding (m —n + 1 ) /2  <  
7 <  (m  +  n +  l) /2 .  Consequently
{ |(m  -  27 +  1)(t77 -  27)1 : c i < i <  Q } ,  (2.6)
where q  =  max{0, (m  — n +  l ) / 2 }  and C, =  m in {m , {m + n +  l ) / 2 } .  Since m  < n w e  
have FI{Km,n)  =  { |(m  — 27 +  l) (m  — 27)| : 0 <  i  <  m } = {{m + l)m, m{m  — 1), (tu — 
l ) ( m - 2 ) , . . . , 2 , 0 } .  □
Friendly Index Sets O f Trees 
The study of friendly index sets o f trees was in itia ted  by Lee and Ng [11]. They 
studied the following trees: L „ ,  P„(c)JTi, and fu ll b inary trees. The I / „  tree is 
the tree w ith  vertex set V"(L„) =  {i7i, U2 , ..., u „_ i}  U2 , ..., and edge set
E{Ln)  =  {(77j,i;i)]7 G [1,77 -  1] f] Z}  Vi+i)\i e  [1,77 -  This tree has
2(77 — 1) +  1 vertices hence 2(77 — 1) edges. Since has an even edge number, 
by lemma 1.1, F / ( L „ )  Ç {0 ,2 ,4 ,..., 2(77 — 1)}. So if  one presents friendly colorings
12
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tha t generate every element in { 0 , 2 , 4 , 2(n — 1)} then this w ill show tha t F /(Z /„) =
{ 0 , 2 , 4 , 2( n—1)}. This is precisely what Lee and Ng did. They labeled all the “top”
vertices up to a certain point k, {ui,U2 , ..., Uk\k G [0, n — 1] p| Z},  by 1. They colored 
all the “bo ttom ” vertices up to k, {vi ,V 2 , ..., Vk\k G [0, n — 1] f ] Z }  by 0. From /c +  1 
onward they are colored: /(% + i)  =  0 , f (vk+ 2 ) = IJ ivk+s)  =  0 , /(ufc+4) =  l, . . . , / (u „ )  
such tha t
{ 0 i f  n  — k is odd;
1 i f  n — k is even.
Also form  A; +  1 onward they are colored f{uk+i) =  1, =  0 ,/(ufc+3) =
l,/(u fe + 4) =  0 ,..., /(u „_ i)  such tha t
1 i f  n — 1 — A: is odd;
f{Un-l)  =  ^
0 i f  n — 1 — A: is even.
This labeling tells us tha t the only induced 0-labeled edges are the “bottom ” edges 
{{vi,Vi+i)\i < k}. So then e /(0) =  k and e/(0) — 2(n —1 )—A:. Hence |e / ( l ) - e / ( 0 ) |  =  
2(n — 1) — 2A: =  2(n — 1 — A:) which is a decreasing bijection from  [0,n  — 1] Q Z  to 
{0 ,2 ,4 ,..., 2 ( n - 1)}. Consequently {0 ,2 ,4 ,..., 2 ( n - 1)} Ç F / ( L „ )  Ç {0, 2 ,4 ,..., 2 ( n -  
1)}. Therefore F / ( L „ )  — {0 ,2 ,4 ,..., 2(n -  1)}.
We now state this as a theorem.
Theorem  7. [11] For Ln the friendly index set is given by FI{Ln)  =  {0 ,2 ,4 , ..., 2(n — 
! ) }■
Lee and Ng also examined the friendly index set for the coronation of two graphs
13
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G and H,  which is denoted by G © H  [11]. The coronation of G w ith  H  is created 
by first form ing the disjo int union of a copy o f H  for each vertex in  G. Then each 
vertex of G is connected to every vertex in its copy of H.  Lee and Ng focused their 
attention on P„(c)A 'i. For this graph all tha t is needed is an edge from each vertex 
of P„ to  a single “exterior” vertex. In  figure 5 we illustra te  the graph Pn©K\.
Figure 2.3: FI{P„©Ki) .
The graph P„© Ki  has 2n vertices, hence 2n — I edges. Again by lemma 1.1, the 
friendly index set P /(P „© A T i) Ç {1 ,3 , 5,..., 2n—1}. So in  order to find P / ( P „ © A i)  i t  
suffices to find a set of colorings which w ill produce the the friendly indices {1 ,3 ,5 ,..., 2n- 
1}. To present such a coloring: label the “ top” vertices up to  a certain point k, 
{ui,U2 , ■■■,Uk\k € [0 ,n  — l ] p ] Z } ,  by 0. Next color the “bo ttom ” vertices up to k, 
{vi,V2 , ..., Vk\k e [0, n  — 1] Pi Z }  by 1. A fte r A: +  1 we label in  the following manner: 
/(Ufc+i) =  l,f{vk+2) = 0,f{vk+3) = l,/(u fc+ 4) =  0 ,...,/(u „) such tha t
/ K )  =  <
1 if  n — k is odd;
0 i f  n — A: is even.
In  a sim ilar fashion we color: f{uk+i) = 0, /(ü k + 2) =  1, /(« t+ s ) =  0,f{uk+i)  =
14
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such tha t
0  i f  n — k is odd;
1 i f  n — k is even.
The only edges colored by 0 is the set {{vi,Vi+i)\i < k}.  As a result e /(0) =  k, thus 
6/(0) =  2n — 1 — fc. Therefore [6/(1) — e/(0)| =  2(n — k) — 1, and th is is a bijection 
from [0, n — 1] Pi Z  to  {1 ,3 , 5,..., 2n — 1}.
This result is summarized in  the following theorem.
T h e o re m  8. [11] For the friendly index set is given by F 7 (P „© A 'i)  =
{1,3,5,...,277 — 1}.
The friendly index set for the coronation T © K \  was calculated by Salehi and 
Lee [13]. Their strategy was to  study trees w ith  perfect matching. They successfully 
computed the friendly index sets of such trees. Since T © K i  is a tree w ith  perfect 
matching so its friendly index set is derived as a corollary of the result for trees 
w ith  perfect matching. The next several pages w ill detail Salehi and Lee’s discoveries 
concerning friendly index sets for graphs w ith  perfect matching.
A  set M  of edges of a graph G tha t do not have any common endpoints is called 
a matching for G. Let V (M )  denote the vertex set for the matching M . A  matching 
w ith  the property tha t every vertex of the graph is an element of V (M )  is called a 
perfect matching. An example of a tree w ith  perfect matching is illustrated in Figure 
6 .
15
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Figure 2.4: A  TR E E  W IT H  PER FEC T M ATC H IN G .
Suppose M  is a perfect matching for G. By defin ition a matching is a subset of 
E{G),  thus V{M )  Ç V{G).  Since every vertex of a graph G w ith  perfect matching 
M  is in  V{M),  we have V{G)  Ç V{M).  Consequently V{G) = V{M).  Note tha t M  
is a collection o f d isjo int edges, each w ith  two vertices. Hence \ V{M)\  — |I/(G )| is an 
even number. In  fact |V^(G)| =  \V{M)\ — 2 |M |.
L e m m a  9. [13]A graph G with perfect matching has an even number of vertices.
A n immediate consequence of this lemma is tha t a tree T  w ith  perfect matching must 
have an odd number of edges. Now by lemma 1.1, F I{T )  Ç {1 ,3 , 5,..., g}, where 
g = F (r).
L e m m a  10. [13]For a tree T  with perfect matching FI{T)  Ç { 1 ,3, 5,..., g} where
For a perfect matching M  the fact tha t every vertex of the graph is in  V{M)  guaran­
tees tha t every term inal edge of a tree is in  M . To see this suppose to  the contrary 
tha t there is a tree w ith  perfect matching such tha t a term ina l edge is not in M.  So
16
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then the term ina l vertex of this edge is not in V{M),  bu t this is a contradiction since 
V{G)  =  V{M).  As a result every term inal edge of a tree w ith  perfect matching is in 
M  [13]. Another fact of importance is tha t every graph w ith  perfect matching has a 
copy of Tg as a pendant [13]. Salehi and Lee also noted tha t the two term inal sections 
of any longest path in  the graph contain P3  pendants.
Now we can state the key result by Salehi and Lee about the friendly index set of 
a graph w ith  perfect matching.
Theorem 11. [13] The friendly index set of a tree T  with perfect matching and q 
edges is F1{T)  =  {1 ,3 , 5,..., 9 }.
Proof. Suppose tha t T  is a tree w ith  a perfect matching M.  By lemma 2.6, we just 
need to  find a coloring of T  which w ill generate a ll the elements in  {1 ,3 ,5 ,..., 9 }. 
Salehi and Lee proceed by induction on the card ina lity of the matching M.  Note 
for |M | =  1 tha t |y (T ) |  =  \V{M)\ = 2, which implies tha t T  is merely the tree 
Pg. We know by theorem 1.3, tha t FI{Pi)  = {1 } , so the result to  be proved holds 
for |M | =  1. Observe tha t when |M | =  2 tha t P  =  P4 since the two edges in M  
cannot share a common vertex and T  has a copy of P3 as a subgraph. Again by 
theorem 1.3, we have P / (P 2) =  {1 ,3 }  as desired. So the induction is anchored at 
\M\ =  2. Assume tha t F l i T )  = {1 ,3 , 5,..., g} is true for any tree T  w ith  perfect 
matching where 3 <  |M | <  n. Now suppose tha t T  is a tree w ith  a perfect matching 
such tha t |M | — n + 1. We utilize  the fact tha t T  has a term ina l copy of P3 as a 
subgraph. We call the vertices of this path u, v, and w. Let P  denote the term inal 
path through v and w. Notice tha t the tree T'  such tha t V ( r ' )  =  V{T) — {u, w }
17
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is a tree w ith  the perfect matching M  — P  such tha t \M — P\ =  n. Observe that 
|y (T ') |  =  \V {M  — P )| =  2\M — P\ — 2n so then E{T')  =  2n — 1. Now the induction 
statement provides FI{T ')  = {1 ,3, 5,..., 2n — 1}. Suppose tha t /  : V{T')  —> {0, 1} is 
a friendly labeling of T'. Define the following labeling 0 : V{T)  —> (0, 1} by
f { x )  i f  x ^ v , w ;
f { u )  i f  X =  v\
1 —  f { u )  i f  X  =  w .
This labeling leaves every vertex of V  to retain the same coloring done by / .  The 
labeling 0  of T  provides / ( n )  and f{v)  w ith  the same coloring; either 0 and 0 , or 1 
and 1 . So the induced coloring of the edge f ( u ) f { v )  is 0. S im ilarly f{v )  and f{w)  
have opposite colorings: either 0 and 1, or 1 and 0. A s a  result the induced coloring 
of f{v)  is 1. Therefore the coloring 0 has added both a 1 and a 0 to  the induced edge 
labelings of / .  So then e^(0) =  e/(0) +  1 and e ^ (l)  =  e / ( l)  +  1. So then
~  e ^ (l) l =  |ey(0 ) +  1 -  6 / ( 1 ) -  I j
(2.7)
=  |e /(0 ) -  6 / ( l ) |
Equation (2.7) shows us tha t every friendly index element for /  w ill also be a friendly 
index element for 0. Hence (1 ,3, 5,..., 2n -  1} =  FI{T ' )  Ç FI{T) .  Now we need to 
demonstrate tha t 2(n +  1) — l  =  2 n + l e  FI{T) .  In  order to  achieve this goal we 
present a friendly coloring of T  which w ill produce a friendly index element 2n +  1. 
We start by using a maximal friendly labeling g o i T ' . Then we define the following
18
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labeling of T, 0  : V{T)  —>• {0, 1}
/(%) if  X  ^  v , w
0 (x ) =  < 1 - / W if  X  =  V,
/(%) i f  X  = w .
Since g is a maximal labeling for T'\ eg(0) =  0 and eg(l) =  2n — 1. The labeling 0  
labels u and v w ith  opposite colorings, adding a 1 to  the induced edge labelings. Also 0  
labels V and w w ith  opposite colorings, adding another 1 to  the induced edge labelings. 
Note tha t no additional 0 edge colorings are created. Thus e,^(0) =  eg(l) =  0 and 
e ^ ( l)  =  eg(l) +  2 =  2 n +  1. So for this labeling we have
|c,/,(0 ) — e.0 ( l) |  =  2n +  1 (^-®)
Hence 2n +  1 € FI{T).  By lemma 2.6, {1 ,3 ,5 ,..., 2(n + ! ) - ! }  Ç F I{T)  Ç 
{1 ,3 ,5 ,..., 2(n +  1) — 1}. Therefore F I{T)  =  {1 ,3 ,5 , ...2(n +  1) — 1}, which is the 
result we desired to  prove. Now by the principal of mathematical induction: given 
any tree T  w ith  q edges and a perfect matching, M , F I{T)  = {1, 3, 5,..., q). □
We are now prepared to  find the friendly index set for the coronation o f a tree 
w ith  Ki.  Suppose tha t T  is a tree w ith  q edges. The graph T @ K i  is described by 
connecting every vertex of T  w ith  a copy of Ki- This is the same as jo in ing  every 
vertex of T  by an edge to  a single exterior vertex. These “exterior” edges form a 
matching M  for T @ K i  since they do not share any common endpoints. Furthermore
19
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every vertex of T @ K i  is an endpoint of an edge in M.  Hence M  is a perfect matching 
for T © K i -  Since T  has g +  1 vertices, to  connect each to  a copy of K i  we need g +  1 
edges in  M.  As a result |V '(T(c)A 'i)| =  \V{M)\ = 2(g +  1), thus \E{T@Ki)\  = 
2(g +  1) — 1 =  2g +  1. Now by theorem 2.7 F I { T © K i )  =  {1 ,3 , 5 , ..., 2g +  1}. We w ill 
now state this as a corollary.
Corollary 12. [13] For a tree with q edges F I { T © K i )  =  {1 ,3 ,5 ,..., 2g +  1}.
I t  is now tim e to  ta lk  about the friendly index sets of fu ll b inary trees. We 
denote a fu ll b inary tree by B T .  The friendly index sets of fu ll b inary trees has been 
determined by Lee and Ng [11]. Defining a fu ll b inary tree is an inductive process. 
We form  a fu ll b inary tree w ith  depth 1 by connecting a root to  two other vertices 
by two edges. The fu ll b inary tree w ith  depth 2 is created by connecting each of the 
two term inal vertices in  the fu ll b inary tree of depth 1 to two other vertices via two 
new edges. Continuing inductive ly a “fu ll b inary tree” w ith  depth d + l i s  formed by 
connecting the roots of two binary trees of depth d to  a single new root by two new 
edges [11]. By defin ition a binary tree has an odd number o f vertices, hence an even 
number of edges. So by lemma 1.1, F I { B T )  C {0, 2 ,4 ,..., g} where g is the number 
of edges in  the fu ll b inary tree.
Lee and Ng have a unique set of notations to discuss fu ll b inary trees. They 
denote a friendly coloring by (v,x ,g).  We say v =  n +  when there is one more vertex 
colored by 1 then colored by 0. When v = v — there is one more 0-coloring than 
there are 1 colorings. Also x  = 0 indicates tha t the root is colored by 0, and x  =  1 
denotes a root coloring by 1. F ina lly  g = e / ( l)  — e/(0). When the coloring is not
20
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friendly, Lee and Ng use vx  in  the first coordinate of (v, x,g) .  Also to  avoid confusion 
i f  the coloring is not necessarily friendly then we w rite  g = e ( l)  — (0). By example 
we w ill show how Lee and Ng use the ir notation to document the construction of fu ll 
b inary trees w ith  depth d +  1 from fu ll b inary trees w ith  depth d. We suppose that 
(u—,0 ,0 ) and (u+ , l ,g )  are two friendly labeled fu ll b inary trees w ith  depth d. We 
construct (u—, 0 , g) by adding a new root and connecting to both  of these fu ll binary 
trees of depth d. To preserve the friendly labeling we decide to color the root of the 
new fu ll b inary tree by x  =  0. A ll of th is can be described by the following equation 
(u—, 0 ,0) +  ( n + ,  1, g )+ 0  =  (u—, 0, g). In  the ir proof Lee and Ng use equations like this 
to  describe the inductive construction of labelings tha t w ill generate certain friendly 
indices.
The strategy of Lee and Ng w ill be to  find a maximal set which contains the 
friendly index set of a fu ll b inary tree. From there they show which element(s) are 
not in this m axim al set, then they show all the remanning element(s) can be obtained 
by certain colorings o f the fu ll b inary tree. Lee and Ng start w ith  several lemmas, 
which we now discuss.
Lemma 13. [11] A full binary tree with depth d will always have a vertex coloring 
where g =  2^+^ — 2. This coloring might not be friendly.
Proof. I t  w ill be necessary to compute the number o f vertices in  the fu ll binary 
tree. Note tha t V [ B T )  =  — l ) / ( 2  — 1) =  — 1. So then
E{B T)  =  2'*+^  — 2. There are two cases to consider depending on the coloring of the 
root.
21
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Case A . The root is colored by 0. We start w ith  x =  0. Now color the vertices at the 
second level of vertices by I's . Then color the th ird  level by O's. We continue these 
alternate colorings u n til the d+1^^ level: where we color by O's i f  d+1  is odd and by 1 
if  d +  I 's  is even. I t  is immediately apparent tha t all the edges w ill be induced labeled 
by 1. Consequently e(0) =  0 and e ( l)  =  2 "^ +^  — 2. So then e ( l)  — e(0) =  2‘*+  ^ — 2. 
W hich is the desired result.
Case B . The root is colored by 1. Here we start w ith  x  =  1. Then we color the 
second level of vertices by O's. Next we color the th ird  level by I's . This coloring 
procedure finishes at the d + level: where we color by O's i f  d +  1 is even and by 
1 i f  d +  I 's  is odd. I t  is obvious tha t a ll the edges are labeled by 1. Hence e(0) =  0 
and e ( l)  =  2^+^ — 2, thus e ( l)  — e(0) =  2'^+  ^— 2. This again is the desired result. □
Lee and Ng observed tha t the maximal labeling described in  lemma 2.9 can­
not possibly be friendly. Hence F I{ B T )  Ç {0 ,2 ,4 , ...,2'^+^ — 4}. They proved tha t 
F I { B T )  = {0 ,2 ,4 ,..., 2'^+  ^ — 4}. They demonstrated tha t a fu ll b inary tree of depth 
d =  1 has a friendly index set F I{ B T )  = {0 ,2 }. They considered two cases depend­
ing upon the coloring of the root. W ith o u t loss of generality they labeled the root 
by 0. I f  the exterior vertices colored by 0 and 1 then g = e ( l)  — e(0) =  0. When the 
exterior vertices are colored by 1 and 1 we get g =  e ( l)  — e(0) =  2. The case where 
the root is labeled by 1 is handled in  a sim ilar manner, in  fact ju s t swap 0  w ith  1 in 
the above argument.
In  the ir paper they sim ply displayed all six possible cases for d =  2 and computed 
the values for g for each case. Since th is is easily done we leave it  the reader to
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do the same computations. There result for a fu ll b inary tree of depth d =  2 is 
F I{ B T )  = {0 ,2 ,4 }. Then they proceed by induction on d. We start the next 
theorem w ith  d >  1 .
T h e o re m  14. [11] For a full binary tree with depth d > 1, we have 
F I{ B T )  =  {0 ,2 ,4 ,...,2 '^+ i - 4 } .
Proof. Lee and Ng anchored the induction at d =  2. Suppose the result holds for all 
fu ll b inary trees w ith  depth d. We discuss the fu ll b inary tree w ith  depth d + 1 . A ll 
tha t is needed is to provide friendly labelings which w ill generate all the indices in 
{0 ,2 ,4 ,..., 2'^+  ^— 4}. Lee and Ng considered 4 d istinct cases.
Case A . Suppose tha t g is an even number between 0 and 2^+^ — 4 inclusive. 
Subcase A l. When g is divisible by 4. Here (u—,0 ,0 ) +  (u+ , l ,g )  +  0 =  (u—,0,g) 
and ( u + ,  1 , 0 ) +  ( u — , 0 , g) +  1 — ( n + ,  l ,g )  w ill be the labelings which generate the 
friendly indices.
Subcase A2. When g is not divisible by 4. In  th is situation the needed labelings 
are {v- ,  0 , 0 ) +  ( u - ,  1 , g) +  1 =  ( u - ,  1 , g) and (u+, 1 , 0 ) +  (u+ , 0 , g) +  0  =  (n+, 0 , g). 
Case B. Suppose tha t g is an even number between 2'^+  ^ — 2 and 2"^ +^  — 8 inclusive. 
Subcase B l .  When g is divisible by 4. Here (u—, 0, g — (2'^+  ^ — 4)) +  (u+, 1,2^^^ — 
4) +  0 =  { v - ,  0, g) and (u+ , 1, g -  (2''+^  -  4)) +  ( u - ,  0 , 2^ +'  ^ -  4) +  1 =  (u+, 1, g) 
generate the friendly indices.;
Subcase B 2. When g is not divisible by 4. In  th is situation the needed labelings 
are {v - ,  1, g -  (2^+i -  4)) +  { v - ,  0,2*^+^ -  4) +  1 =  { v - ,  1, g) and (u+, 0, g -  (2*^ +^  -  
4)) +  (u+, 1,2"^ +: -  4) + 0 =  (u+, 0, g).
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Case C . Suppose g =  2' '^*'^—6 . Notice tha t 2*^+^— 6 is not divisible by 4. The following 
labelings w ill yield the necessary result: (u—, 0,2'^+^ — 4) +  (u—, 0,2'^+^ — 4) +  1 =  
{v - ,  1 ,2^^+2 _  g) and (u+ , 1 , -  4) +  (u+ , 1, 2'^+  ^ -  4) +  0 =  (u+ , 0, 2"^ +^  -  6 ). 
Case D . Suppose g — 2"^ +^  — 4. Observe tha t 2^ +^^  — 4 is divisible by 4. A ll the 
needed trees w ill come from  the proof o f lemma 2.9. The following labelings w ill yield 
the necessary result: {vx, 0,2'^+^ — 2) +  {vx, 1,2"^ +^  — 2) +  0 =  {v—, 0,2*^+^ — 4), and 
{vx, 0, 2‘^ +i -  2) +  {vx, 1 ,2‘^ +i -  2) +  1 =  (u+ , 1, 2<^+^ -  4).
The four cases above show us tha t the result holds for d + 1 .  Now by the principal 
of mathematical induction: for a fu ll b inary tree w ith  depth d >  1, F I { B T )  = 
{0 ,2 ,4 ,...,2 '^ + i- 4 } .  □
The friendly index sets for Fibonacci trees was computed by Salehi and Lee [13]. 
Like fu ll b inary trees Fibonacci trees w ill need to be defined by an inductive process. 
The Fibonacci trees is represented by P T „. F irs t FTi  is defined to  be P i, then 
P T 2 represents Lg. Now when n > 3 ,  P T „ is the binary tree w ith  root r „  and whose 
le ft and righ t children are FTn- i  and PT „ - 2  respectively. Figure 7 shows the first 5 
Fibonacci trees.
Fibonacci trees and Fibonacci numbers have a close relationship, hence the name. 
Fibonacci numbers determine the card inality of V { F T n ) .
L e m m a  15. [13] A Fibonacci tree has A „+ 2  —1 vertices where An is the Fibonacci 
number.
Proof. Figure 7 shows tha t |y (P P „) | =  A „+ 2  -  1 holds for n = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , and 5.
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Figure 2.5: F IRST F IV E  F IB O N AC C I TREES.
So we anchor the induction at n =  5. Now suppose \ V { F T . m ) \  =  — 1 for all
integers 5 < m  < n. Now by construction F T „+ i has F T „ and FTn- i  as left and 
right children respectively. By the induction hypothesis \ V { F T n ) \  =  A „+ 2  — 1 and 
(FTn^i)\ = An+i — 1. So then \V{FTn+i)\ = An + 2  — 1 +  A „+ i — 14-1 =  ~  1
which is the desired result. By the principal of mathematical induction: a Fibonacci 
tree has A^+z — 1 vertices where A „ is the Fibonacci number. □
The lemma jus t proved w ill be useful in  proving the following theorem about the 
friendly index set of the Fibonacci tree F T „. Since |V (F T „) | =  A „+ 2  — 1, we 
know |£ '(F r „ ) |  =  An+ 2  -  2. Now by lemma 1.2, FI{FI„)  Ç { |F (F T „ ) |  -  2i : i = 
0 ,1 ,2 ,... [ |F (F T „ ) | /2 J }. The strategy of Salehi and Lee is finding a friendly labeling 
which w ill generate a ll the values { |F (F F „ ) |  — 2i : i = 0 ,1 ,2 ,... [ |F (F T „) |/2 J } .  We
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now state the ir result for the friendly index set of the Fibonacci tree.
Theorem 16. [13] Given a Fibonacci tree F T n  where n > 3 then F I { F T n )  =  
{ \ E { F T n ) \ - 2 2 : 2  =  0,1,2,..., L|F(FT„)|/2J}.
Proof. Since F T n  is defined inductively, the best method is to  use proof by induc­
tion. By defin ition FTi  =  Pi, FT 2  = P2 , and F T 3  = Pi. So then theorem 1.3 
guarantees the desired result for n =  1,2, and 3. Hence we anchor the induction at 
n =  3. Now suppose for every Fibonacci tree F T „ where 3 <  k < n  tha t F I { F T h )  =  
{ \ E { F T k ) \  - 2 2 : 2  =  0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  [ \ E { F T k ) \ / 2 ] } .  We wish to calculate F /(F T „+ i) .  By 
definition F T „+ i has le ft and righ t children F T n  and F T „_ i respectively. The induc­
tion  hypothesis tells us tha t F I { F T n )  =  { \ E { F T n ) \  — 2 i : 2 =  0 , 1 / 2 ,..., [ |F (F T „ ) | /2 j }  
and F I { F T n - i )  =  { |F (F T „_ i) |  -  2 i : i = 0 , 1 , 2 ,..., L |F (F T „_ i) |/2 j } .  Take the 
friendly labeling <j) : F (F T „ )  —> {0, 1} where e ^ (l) — e^(0) =  61 . We also utilize 
the friendly labeling : V{FTn- i)  {0, 1} such tha t e ^ ( l)  — e^(0) =  63. These 
labelings w ill be used to  define a typical friendly labeling of F T „+ i. This labeling is 
/  : V{FTn+i) { 0 , 1} defined by
f { x )  = <
if z  e  y  (FT;);
f){x) i f  xe V { F T n - i ) - ,  
j  if x  = r „+ i.
such tha t j  can be labeled either 0 or 1. Recall tha t the parities of the Fibonacci 
sequence follow the pattern: odd, odd, even, odd, odd, even, so fo rth  and so on. Since 
|y (F F „ ) |  =  A „+ 2  — 1, the parity  for vertex numbers for a Fibonacci tree are odd,
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even, even, odd, even, even, and so on. Therefore the parties for the pair \ V { F T n ) \  
and \V{FTn-i)\  are either: even, even; odd, even; or even, odd. Hence there are two 
general cases to  discuss.
Case A. Suppose tha t \ V { F T n ) \  and |y (F T „_ i) |  are both even. As a result the ir 
friendly labelings have an equal number of zeros and ones. Therefore labeling r „+ i by
0 or 1 w ill s till cause a friendly labeling for FTn+i- In  the situation where we label 
both r „  and r „_ i w ith  the opposite labeling of r „+ i we get two additional induced
1 labelings. So then e / ( l )  =  e ^ (l) +  e ^ ( l)  +  2 and e/(0) =  e^(0) +  ey,(0). Hence 
6/(1) —6/(0) =  6çi(l) —e,^(0) +  e,/,(l) —e,/,(G) +  2 =  bi + b2  + 2. When one o f r „  a n d r„_ i 
labeled w ith  the opposite coloring of r „+ i and the other has the same coloring of r„+i 
then we create an additional 0 edge labeling and an additional 1 edge labeling. Thus 
6 / ( 1) —6/(0) =  6,^(1)—e,/(0)+6,/,(l)—e,/,(0) =  61+ 62- Notice tha t the friendly labelings 
(j) and Ip were chosen arbitrary, so 61 generates all the values in  {1 ,3 , 5,..., An+2—2} and 
62 generates a ll the values in  {1 ,3 , 5,..., A „+ i — 2}. Consequently 61 +  62 +  2 and 61 +  62 
w ill generate all the values in  the set {2 ,4 ,6 ,..., A (n+i)+2 —2}. We need to demonstrate 
tha t 0 € FI{FTn+i).  Label r’„_ i,  r „ ,  and r „+ i a ll w ith  the same color. This w ill 
produce two additional 0 induced edge labelings. As a result 6 /(1) —6/(0) =  6 1 + 6 2  — 2 . 
Le tting  61 =  1 and 62 =  1 gives us 6/(1) -  6 /(0) =  0. Thus 0 e {0 ,2 ,4 ,..., A „+ 2  -  2}. 
So then (0, 2 ,4 ,..., A(n+i)+z — 2} Ç FI{FTn+i)  Ç {0, 2 ,4 ,..., A („+ i)+2 — 2}. Therefore 
for this case F I { F T n + \ )  =  (0, 2 ,4 ,..., A^^+p+z — 2}. W hich is the desired result. 
Case B. Suppose tha t |y (F T „ ) |  and |y (F T „_ i) |  have opposite parity. In  th is case 
we have two subcases to  consider depending upon which o f \ V { F T n ) \  and |y (F T „_ i) |
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is odd.
Subcase B l ,  When \ V { F T n ) \  is odd. For V { F T n )  there is either: there is one more 
0 labeling than 1-colorings; or there is one more 1 labeling than 0-colorings. We start 
w ith: one more 1 labeling than 0 -colorings and r „  is colored by 1. Since \ V { F T n - i )  \ is 
even we know tha t i t  contributes an equal number of Fs an O's to  the friendly labeling 
of F T n + i -  As a result we have one more 1 than O's before we even consider the coloring 
of r „+ i.  So in  order to preserve the friendly labeling of F T n + i  we must color r „+ i =  0. 
I f  r „ _ i is colored by 1 then e / ( l ) - c / ( 0 )  =  e ^ ( l) -e ^ (0 )+ e y ,( l)—e^(0 )+2  =  61+ 62+ 2 . 
I f  r „ _ i is colored by 0 then e /( l)  -  6 /(0) =  e ^ (l) -  6^(0) +  6,^(1) -  e^(0) =  61 +  62. 
Note tha t 61 takes on all values in  the set {0 ,2 ,4 , ...A „+ 2  — 2}. Also 62 achieves all 
the values in  {1 ,3 ,5 ,..., A „+ i — 2}. So then 61 +  62 +  2 and 61 +  62 w ill generate 
a ll the values in  the set {1 ,3 , 5,..., A („+ i)+2 — 2}. I f  we instead color r „  by 0, then 
labeling r „ _ i =  0  yields 6 / ( 1) — 6/ ( 0 ) =  61 +  6 2 - 2 ; and labeling r^_ i =  1 results 
in 6/(1) — 6/(0) =  61 + 62 . These labelings do not add any additional elements to 
the friendly index set. When studying the situation where there there is one more 0 
labeling than 1-colorings, we jus t swap 0 w ith  1 in  the above argument. This gives the 
same result, namely 6 /(1) —6/(0) generates { 1 ,3 ,5 ,..., A („+ p +2 —2}. This subcase has 
demonstrated tha t {1, 3, 5,..., A(»+i)+2 - 2 }  Ç F / (F T „ + i)  Ç {1 ,3 ,5 ,..., A ( n + i )+2 ~  2}. 
Hence F / (F T „ + i)  =  {1 ,3 ,5 ,..., A („+ i)+2 — 2}.
Subcase B2, When |F ( F r „ ) |  is even. In  this case \ V { F T n ) \  is even and |y (F T „_ i) | 
is odd. We use the same proof of subcase B l ,  jus t interchanging the roles of 1V(FT„)1 
and |y ( F r „ _ i) | .  Hence 6 / ( l ) - e / ( 0 )  generates {0 ,2 ,4 ,..., A („+ i)+ 2 -2 }. Consequently
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{ 1 , 3 , 5 , A(„+i )+2 —2} Ç FI{FTn+i)  Ç { 1 , 3 , 5 , A(n+i )+2 —2}. Thus F / (F T „+ i)  — 
{1, 3 , 5 , A ( „+ i )+2 — 2}.
Combined cases A  and B  yield
FI{FTn+i)  =  {\E{FTn+i)\ -  2z : i  =  0 ,1 , 2 , [ | F ( F T „ + i ) | / 2 j } ,  which is the desired 
result. Now by the principal of mathematical induction: F I  (FTn) = { |F (F F „ ) |  — 2i : 
2 =  0 ,1 ,2 ,..., [ |F (F F „ ) | /2 J }  for every n. □
Salehi and Lee also computed the friendly index sets of Lucas trees. These trees 
are another collection of inductive ly defined trees. The first Lucas tree is jus t F i and 
is denoted by LTi.  The second Lucas tree, LT 2 , is F3. Furthermore for n >  3 the 
Lucas tree, LTn, is defined by connecting a single vertex, r „ ,  to  le ft and righ t children 
are F T „_ i and FF „_ 2  respectively [13]. Figure 8  illustrates the firs t five Lucas trees: 
LTi, LT 2 , FT3, LTi,  and LT^.
Like Fibonacci trees, Lucas Trees vertex number also has an in tim ate relationship 
w ith  the Fibonacci sequence. We now state this relationship as a lemma.
L e m m a  17. [13] A Lucas tree has 2A „+ i — 1 vertices where An is the Fibonacci 
number.
Proof. We w ill proceed by induction. Figure 8  demonstrates tha t the desired result 
holds for LTi,  LT 2 , LT^, LTi,  and LT 5 . Now suppose tha t for every Lucas tree 
LTk where b < k < n  tha t V{LTn) = 2A „+ i -  1 . We wish to  study V{LTn+i). 
Recall tha t LTn+i has LTn and F T „_ i as left and righ t children respectively. By the 
induction hypothesis |y (L T „ ) | =  2A „+ i -  1 and |y (L T „_ i) |  =  2A „ -  1 . So then
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Figure 2.6: F IRST F IV E  LUCAS TREES.
|U (LT ’„+ i) | =  2A „+ i — 1 +  2A„ -  1 +  1 =  2A((n+i)+i)+2 — 1 which is the desired result. 
By the principal o f mathematical induction: a Lucas tree has 2A „+ i — 1 vertices where 
An is the Fibonacci number. □
This lemma tells us tha t a Lucas tree has an odd number of vertices, hence an even 
number of edges. Now by lemma 1.1, E /(L T „ )  Ç {0,2,4, .. . ,  E { L T n ) } -  Salehi and Lee 
use this fact and provide a labeling which generates every value in  this maximal set, 
as a result showing E 7 (L T „) =  { 0 , 2 , 4 , E ( L T n ) } .  Now we are prepared to state 
the theorem concerning the friendly index sets of Lucas trees.
T h e o re m  18. [13] Given a Lucas tree LTn where n > 3  then
F I  {LTn) =  (0, 2,4,..., |£ '(L T „)|} . Also all the values of F I  {LTn) are obtained by
using friendly labelings satisfying the following four properties: (a). / ( r „ )  =  1; (6).
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b =  N ( f )  =  e / ( l )  -  6 /(0 ); (c). 7 /6  =  0 (mod 4), then V f { l )  =  Vf{Q)  +  1; and (d). I f  
6 =  2 (mod 4), then  f / ( 0 )  =  V/ ( l )  +  1.
Proof. Salehi and Lee proceed by induction on n. They observed tha t the theorem 
held for n  where 1 <  n <  4. The induction is anchored at n =  3. Now suppose that 
the result is tree for a ll k  such tha t 3 < k < n. We wish to study LTn+i- Recall tha t 
L T n + i  has le ft an righ t children: L T n  and L T n - i  respectively. We start by labeling 
both of these children in  a friendly manner. The induction hypothesis tells us that 
F I { L T n )  =  {0 ,2 , 4 , ..., \ F { L T n ) \ }  and F 7 (L T „_ i)  =  { 0 , 2 , 4 , ..., |E (L r „ _ i) | } .  Take the 
friendly labeling cf) : V { L T n )  —> { 0 , 1}  where e^(l) — 6^(0 ) =  h i .  We also utilize the 
friendly labeling Tp : V { L T n ~ i )  { 0 , 1 }  such tha t e ^ ( l)  — e^(0) =  62. Furthermore, 
the induction hypothesis tells us we get every desired index by labeling the roots of 
both F I { L T n )  and F I { L T n - \ )  by 1 . These labelings w ill be used to define a typical 
friendly labeling o f L T n + i .  I t  is necessary to demonstrate tha t 0 is a friendly index. 
This is accomplished by fix ing 61 =  0 and 62 =  2. Note this implies 61 =  0 (mod 4) 
and 62 =  2 (mod 4). Then by the induction hypothesis: v^{l) = v^{0) +  1 and 
i;y,(0) =  u ^ ( l)  +  1. We use the labeling /  : V { L T n + i )  { 0 , 1 }  defined by
/(r ) =
(p{x) i f  x e V { L T n ) \
f){x) i f  x e V { L T n - i ) ]
1 i f  x = rn+i-
Clearly th is labeling is friendly. Furthermore, e / ( l )  —6/(0) =  6 1 + 6 2  — 2 =  0 + 2 — 2  =  0. 
Hence 0 E FI{LTn+i).  We now need to  produce the set { 2 ,4 ,6 ,..., |£ '(L r „+ i) | } .  The
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strategy o f Salehi and Lee w ill be to demonstrate tha t bi +  62 and 61 +  62 +  2 are 
members of F I { L T n + i ) -  Suppose tha t one of 61 or 62 is non-zero. Salehi and Lee 
choose w ithou t loss of generality 61 ^  0. Then they define a new labeling for LT „ 
where 6^(1) — 6^(0) =  61 — 2. They consider two cases.
Case A . Here 61 =  0 (mod 4) or 62 =  0 (mod 4).
W ithou t loss o f generality suppose tha t 62 =  0 (mod 4). Here ^.^(l) =  u,/(0) +  1. 
Use the friendly labeling g : V{LTn+i) {0, 1} defined by
(6 (x ) i f X  E U(Z,7;);
^ ( x )  =  < ^ ( x ) i f X  E U (L 7 ;_ i)
0 i f X =  T n + l -
For this labeling the roots of LTn and LTn+i are both labeled 1. This creates two new 
1 induced edge labelings for LTn+\. So then 6^ (1) -  6^(0) =  61 +  62 +  2 . The index 
61 +  62 is created by instead considering the friendly labeling h : V{LTn+i) —> { 0 , 1 } 
defined by
A(z) if æ E y(L7;);
if i  E
0  i f  X =  r „+ i.
Here we again label the roots o f L T „ and LTn+i by 1. So we have two extra 1 induced 
edge labelings. Hence 6^(1) — e^(0) =  61 -  2 +  62 +  2 =  61 +  62 . Salehi and Lee stated 
tha t the inverse labelings of g and h w ill obey the four inductive properties (a) — (d). 
Case B. Here 61 =  2 (mod 4) and 62 =  2 (mod 4).
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In  this case use the friendly labeling h : V{LTn+i) —> {0, 1} defined by
h{x) = <
A(x) i f  x e V ( L T n ) ;
ip{x) i f  x e V { L T n - i ) ;
0 i f  x  =  r „+ i.
Here we again label the roots of LTn and LTn+i by 1. In  this situation we have 6i — 2 
divisible by 4, thus ^^(1) =  u>,(0) +  l .  We have e /j( l) —e/,(0) =  61 — 2 +  63 +  2 =  61 +  63. 
Salehi and Lee again state tha t h w ill obey the four inductive properties (a) — (d).
We have shown all the properties hold for L T „+ i. Now by the principal of math­
ematical induction: F I  { L T n )  =  { 0 , 2 ,4 , . . . ,  F { L T n ) }  for every n. □
Friendly Index Sets O f Stars 
In  this section we define the tree referred to  as a star. F ina lly  we present its 
friendly index set. A  star is a tree where every “exterior” vertex is connected by an 
edge to a single common point which is called the center. Stars are the only trees of 
diameter 2. A  star w ith  n edges denoted by ST{n)  has n  +  1 vertices. Figure 9 is an 
example of star w ith  7 edges and 8  vertices. The following result is due to Lee-Ng 
[11],
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cFigure 2.7: TH E  STAR W IT H  7 EDGES.
T h e o re m  19. For any star ST{n),
{0 ,2 }  i f  n  is even;
{1 }  i f  n  is odd.
Proof [11] Since all the “exterior” vertices of the star ST{n)  are connected to the
center, ST{n)  is a complete b ipartite  graph where |M | =  1 and \N\ =  n. Hence
ST(n)  =  ATi,„. I f  n  is even then n  +  1 is odd, thus by theorem 2.2, we have
FI{ST{n))  =  {(1  +  1)1,1(1 — 1), }  =  {0,2} .  On the overhand if  n  is odd then 
n +  1 is even. Now since n +  1 is even and m =  1 is odd, by theorem 2.2, FI{Km,n) = 
{ ! ' }  =  { ! } .  □
In  mathematics i t  is often useful to  have a different proof tha t uses techniques that 
can be extended to  other situations. The study of friendly index sets is no different. 
Another proof for FI{ST{n))  is by a counting argument.
Proof Note tha t a ll the friendly labelings of a star w ith  the central vertex labeled
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0 w ill produce the same friendly index set as the same star w ith  the center labeled 
1. So w ithou t loss of generality we w ill label the center 0. There are two cases: n is 
even, or n is odd. I f  n  is even then there exists a positive integer k such tha t n =  2 k. 
Hence we have 2k + 1 vertices to work w ith. One way to  have friendly labeling is: k 
non-center vertices labeled 0 and k non-center vertices labeled 1. So then e/(0) =  k 
and 6 /(1) =  k  which yields |e/(0) — e / ( l ) |  =  0. The only other friendly labeling is 
to label A: — 1 non-center vertices by 0 and to label k + 1 non-center vertices by 1 
resulting in  6 /(0) = k — 1 and 6/(1) =  A: -I- 1, thus |6/(0) — e / ( l ) |  =  2. Therefore 
if  n  is even then FI{ST{n))  — {0, 2}. On the other hand, i f  n  is odd then there is 
an m such tha t n  =  2m  — 1. So then we w ill have 2m vertices to  work w ith. The 
only possible friendly labeling is for m — 1 non-center vertices to  be labeled 0 and 
m non-center vertices to  be labeled 1. So then 6/(0) =  m — 1 and 6/(1) — m, thus 
|6/(0) — 6 / ( l ) |  =  1. Hence if  n is odd then FI{ST{n))  =  {1 }. □
The proof given above for the FI{ST{n))  is an example of the counting techniques 
we w ill need to  use to  study double-star’s, stars, and caterpillars. In  the next 
section we start our discussion about friendly index sets of star-like graph.
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C H APTER  3
S TA R LIK E  GRAPHS 
In  this chapter we ta lk  about the friendly index sets of star-like graphs. The term 
star-like w ill be used to mean tha t the graphs is created by jo in ing  stars together. 
We w ill fist discuss the friendly index sets of double stars and end the section w ith  a 
result about the friendly index set for Gm„.
Friendly Index Sets O f Double Stars 
Double stars are graphs which have two central vertices a and b w ith  their corre­
sponding leaves. Double stars have diameter 3 and are denoted by D S{m ,n )  where 
deg a — m  and deg b = n. A  double star where deg m  =  1 or deg n = 1 reduces 
to a star. So we w ill be taking m , n  > 1. Suppose tha t n > m.  The only edge that 
is shared in  common w ith  the a-star and the 6-star is the single edge connecting a 
and b. I f  we exclude this center edge then the remaining leaves o f the a-star and the 
remaining leaves of the 6-star form disjo int sets. Since deg a = m  there are m — 1 
edges connecting a to  vertices other than 6. We w ill refer to  these edges as a-leaves. 
S im ilarly deg b = n  implies tha t there are n — 1 edges connecting 6 to vertices other 
than a and we w ill call these 6-leaves. Therefore the to ta l number of edges of a double
36
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star would be m +  n — 1. Hence there are m  + n  vertices in  DS{m, n) .  Figure 3.1 
shows us the double star D 5 '(4 ,8).
Figure 3.1; T H E  D O U B LE  STAR D S (4 ,8 ) .
We now wish to determine the friendly index set for a double star DS{m,n) .  
Let a be labeled 0 and b be labeled 1, or / (a )  =  0 and f{b)  =  1. Now for the 
a-leaves label i non-central vertices by 0 and m  — 1 — i  non-central vertices by 1 . 
That is, f {u i )  = f { u 2 ) = /(u g ) =  ■•• =  f{ui) = 0. Also for the 6-leaves we w ill 
label j  non-central vertices by 0  and n — 1 — j  non-central vertices by 1 , tha t is 
f {vi )  = f { v 2 ) =  / ( f s )  =  ■ ■ • =  î{vj )  =  0. The induced labeling yields i zero edge 
labelings for the a-leaves and n — 1  — j  zero edge labelings for the 6-leaves resulting 
in 6/(0) =  f 4- n — 1 — J.  There are m  — 1 — i edges labeled 1 for the a-leaves, j  edges 
labeled 1 for the 6-leaves, and central edge connecting a and 6 is labeled 1 : giving us 
ef{l)  = m  — i + j .  Thus
|e/(0) -  6 /( l) |  =  |n — m -1-2i — 2 j -  1| 
The two cases w ill be: m  + n  is even or m  + n is odd.
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Case A . We firs t consider the case where m  +  n is even. I f  m  +  n is even then for a 
friendly labeling we need to  have (m +  n ) / 2  vertices labeled 0  and {m + n ) / 2  vertices 
labeled 1. Note tha t the number of vertices labeled 0 and 1 are equal so whether we 
choose /(O ) =  0 and / ( I )  =  1 (or /(O ) =  1 and / ( I )  =  0) does not matter. So the 
labeling set up above w ill handle all the variant friendly labelings when m + n  is even. 
Since there are i + j  + 1 vertices labeled 0 then
m  + n = 2 {i + j  + l). (3-2)
Therefore,
|e/(0) — e /( l) |  =  \2 {i + j  + I) -  m  ~  m +  2 i — 2 j  — 1 \
=  I — 2m  +  4r +  1 1 (3-3)
=  |2m — Ai — 1|.
Notice tha t i was counting the number of non-center 0-vertices for the a-leaves and as 
a result: 0 <  i  <  m  — 1. For a ll possible friendly labelings i w ill take on all the integer 
values in this interval. Also the function g{i) = )2m — 4z — 1| is a decreasing bijection 
from Z  Pl[0, m  — 1] to  {1 ,3 , 5,..., 2m —1}. Hence FI{DS{m,  n))) =  {1 ,3 ,5 ,..., 2m —1} 
when m  +  n is even.
Case B . The other case we consider is when m  +  n is odd. Then either there is 
one more vertex labeled 0 or one more labeled 1. So now the coloring of a and b 
matters and as a result we w ill have two subcases to consider: / (a )  =  0  and f{b) =  1 ; 
/ (a )  =  1 and f{b)  =  0 .
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Subcase B l .  We w ill firs t consider the friendly labelings where / (a )  =  0 and 
/ ( 6) =  1. So the coloring o f the non-center vertices above works ju s t fine. Given that 
m  +  n is odd we know tha t (m  +  n — l ) / 2  vertices are labeled 0  and (m  +  n +  l ) / 2  
vertices are labeled 1. Note tha t labeling (m  +  n +  l ) / 2  vertices 0 and (m  +  n — l) /2  
vertices 1 would yield the same friendly labelings. Now then
m  +  n — 1 = 2 ( i +  j  +  l )  (3-4)
Hence
16 / ( 0 ) — 6 / ( 1 ) I =  |2z +  2j  +  2 — m +  1 — m  +  2 i  — 2 j  — 1 |
=  | —2m +  4î +  2| (3 5)
=  12m  — 4î — 2 |.
Therefore FI {DS{m,  n)) — { 0 , 2 ,4,..., 2 (m -  1)}.
Subcase B2. Now we consider the labelings where f{a)  = 1 and f{b)  =  0. We have 
the same number of 0-vertices and 1-vertices. Note there are m  — 1 — z zero edge 
labelings for the a-leaves and j  zero edge labelings for the 6-leaves. Thus e/(D) =  
m  — 1 — i + j .  There are i edges labeled 1 for the a-leaves, n — 1 — j  edges labeled 1 
for the 6-leaves, and the center edge is labeled 1. Hence 6/(1) = i + n  — j .  Therefore
|e /(0 ) -  6 / ( l ) |  =  |n -  m  +  2z -  2j  +  1 |
=  |2z +  2j  +  2 — m  +  1 — m  +  2z — 2/  +  1 1
(3.6)
=  I — 2m  +  4z|
=  |2m — 4z|.
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So then FI { DS{ m,  n)) — { 0 , 2 , 4 , 2m}.
We w ill now summarize cases A  to B as a theorem:
T h e o re m  20. In a double star D{m,n) ,  let dega =  m  and degb = n  where m  < n.
Then
{ 1 ,3 ,5 ,..., 2m  — 1 }  i f  m  + n is even;
{ 0 , 2 ,4 ,..., 2m } i f  m  + n is odd.
FI{D{m,  n)) =  <
Friendly Index Sets O f S'T(n; 6” )
We define S'T(n; 6%, 62,63,..., 6„ )  to be a graph which is formed by adjoining the 
paths Phj^,Pb^,...,Ph^ all sharing a common end vertex (which w ill be the center). In 
this section we w ill study a special form of these graphs, S 'T (n ;6") . Here we have 
n  copies o f P j, the path w ith  b vertices, all sharing a common end vertex (center). 
F irst note tha t ST{n;  2") reduces to  a star. So we w ill be looking at this problem for 
6 > 3 .
For 5 T (n ; 3” ) we have n  copies of P3 attached by the center. The graph ST{n;  3") 
has n  copies of the second vertices of P3 , n  copies of the th ird  vertex of P3, and the 
center vertices. So this graph has 2n +  1 vertices.
Observe tha t P /(5 T (n ;3 " ) )  Ç {0 ,1 ,2 ,..., 2n} since the number of edges is g — 2n. 
Since 5 T (n ;3 " )  has an odd number of vertices we know in  order to have friendly 
labeling there must be one more vertex labeled 0 than labeled 1 (or vice versa). 
W ithou t loss of generality we w ill assume the center vertex to  be labeled 0. Then to
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cFigure 3.2; T H E  GRAPH 5 T (n ;3 ") .
have friendly labeling we w ill have n non-center vertices labeled 0  and n non-center 
vertices labeled 1. We start w ith  a friendly labeling where the sequence of “firs t” 
vertices are labeled by 1 and the sequence of “second” vertices are labeled 0. That is 
/ ( ^ i )  =  / W )  =  /(« a ) =  ■ • • =  f{un)  =  1 and f {vi )  = f { v 2 ) =  /(ua) =  • • • =  / (u „ )  =  
0. For this labeling e /(0) =  0 and e /( l)  =  2n: so then |e/(0) — e /( l) |  =  2n. By design 
this is the maximum friendly coloring of S 'T (n ;3"). Now to  produce all the other 
possible friendly labelings we jus t swap out one at a tim e the 0 -non center vertices 
w ith  the 1-non center vertices. To present the index 2(n -  j )  where 1 <  j  <  n we 
consider the coloring / ( c )  =  0  and
hj ixi )  —
1 -  f {xi )  i f  \ < i < j  
/ ( z i )  i f  /  <  2 <  n
where Xi stands for Uj or u,. Note tha t each tim e we swap a 0 non center vertex w ith
a 1 non center vertex tha t tha t our maximum friendly coloring looses an edge labeled 
by a 1 and gains an edge labeled by a 0. Also up this point we have gained j  zero
edge labelings. Hence e/(0) =  j  and e /( l)  = 2n — j .  So then
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|e /(0 ) -  e /( l) |  = | 2 ( n - j ) | .  (3-7)
Notice th a t j  assumes a ll values form 0 to n. Since h{j) = 2{n — j )  is a decreasing 
bijection from  ZÇ][Q,n] to  { 0 , 2 , 4 , 2n} thus F /(S 'T (n ; 3 ")) Ç {0 ,2 ,4 ,..., 2n} Ç 
FI{ST{n-  3 ")). Therefore F /(5 T (n ;  3")) =  { 0 , 2 , 4 , 2n}.
The method used to find the friendly index set o f ST{n\  3") needs to be altered. 
The b ije c tiv ity  o f the swapping function occurred only because we were dealing w ith  
two rows of O’sand Ts being swapped. So when we study ST{n; {2k +  1)") we w ill 
actually start by studying the friendly index sets of the path P2 k+i- Since there are 
an odd number o f vertices to  label either 0  or 1 we can w ithou t loss of generality label 
the le ft most vertex of the path 0. When we form  ST{n; {2k +  1)") th is vertex w ill 
be the vertex in common w ith  all the adjoined copies o f P2 k+i- From now on we w ill 
denote this central vertex by c.
Now we can begin our analysis of ST{n-, (2A :+1)"). Suppose each copy o f the path 
of P2 k+i is friend ly labeled. Then ST{n\  (2A: + 1)") w ill be labeled friendly as well. So 
the friendly index set formed by such a version of ST{n\  (2 & + 1 )") w ill form  a subset of 
FI{ST{n\  {2k-\r 1)"). For the the Z^^-copy of P2 k+\ denote the friendly labeling by If.  
For the denote the number of edges induced labeled 0 by e//(0) and the number of 
edges induced labeled 1 by e ;/( l) . Suppose further tha t 6^/(1) >  e;y(0). From above, 
we know for the Z '^^-copy we have tha t |e //( l)  — e ;/(0 )| =  e //( l)  - e i / ( 0 ), which takes on 
every value in  the set {0 ,2 ,4 ,..., 2k}.  Let /  denote the to ta l friendly labeling by the
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union of each of the friendly labeling’s If .  So then |e /( l)  — e/(0)| =  e / ( l)  — e/(0) =  
~  % (0 ) takes on every even number from 0 to 2kn.  So for this version of 
5 T (n ; {2k +  1)") we have FI{n\  {2k +  1)") =  {0, 2 , 4 , 2kn].  Since this is jus t one 
class of ST{n; {2k +  1)” ) we see tha t { 0 , 2 , 4 , 2kn}  Ç FI{ST{n-,  {2k +  1)")). Hence 
we have F /(S 'T (n ; (2A: +  1)")) Ç { 0 , 2 , 4 , 2A:n} Ç F 7 (5 r (n ;  (2fc +  1)")). Therefore 
f ( 2 t  4-1)")) =  { 0 , 2 , 4 , 2 M -
Now we study S'T(n; (2fc)"). As above each copy of the path P2fc is adjoined 
w ith  a common vertex. W ithou t loss of generality label the center 0. Since we 
are assuming tha t each copy of P2 k w ill be labeled friendly, then we have tha t 
ST{n\  (2A:)") w ill be labeled friendly as well. So the friendly index set formed by 
such a version of 5 T (n ; (2fc)") w ill form a subset o f FI{ST{n]  (2A:)"). Let I f  be the 
friendly labeling for the copy of P2 k- For the the Z‘^-copy o f P2 k denote number 
of edges labeled 0 by e;/(0) and the number of edges labeled 1 by e (/( l) . Sup­
pose further tha t e ;/ ( l)  >  e;y(0). Form above we know for the l ‘ ^-copy we have 
tha t e //( l)  — e;/(0) takes on every value in the set {1 ,3 , 5,..., 2A: -  1}. So then 
|e /( l)  -  e /(0 )| =  6 / ( 1) -  6 / ( 0 ) =  Z ilLoG ;/(l) — 6;/(0) takes on every odd num­
ber from 1 to  {2k — l) n  i f  n  is odd. So for this version of 5 T (n ; (2&)") we have 
F /(n ;  {2k - f  1)" )  =  ( 1 ,3, 5,..., {2k — l) n } .  Since this is jus t one class of ST{n] (2A)") 
we see tha t (1 ,3 , 5,..., (2A: — l) n }  Ç F /(S 'T (n ; (2A;)")). Hence we have for n odd; 
F7(^T(m;(2tm)")) Ç {1,3,5,...,(2& -  l)n} Ç F7(^T(n;(2tn)")). So when n is 
odd we have FI{ST{n]  (2fcn)")) =  {1 ,3 , 5,..., {2k -  l ) n } .  However |e /( l)  -  e/(0)| =  
J2 ?=o 6 f / ( l )  — 6 ;/(G) takes on every even number from  0  to  {2 k  — l) n  where n is even
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hence F 7 (S T (n ; (2/cn)")) Ç { 0 , 2 , 4 , (2A: — l) n }  Ç FI{ST{n\{2kn)^) )  and conse­
quently FI{ST{n-,  (2/cn)")) =  {0, 2 , 4 , {2k — l) n } .
We can summarize the above discussion in  the following theorem,
T h e o re m  21.
F 7 (F T (n ;6 "))  =
{ 0 , 2 ,4 ,..., 2A:n} i f  b = 2 k + 1  ;
{1 ,3 ,5 ,..., (2A: — l) n }  i f  b = 2 k and n is odd.
{ 0 , 2 ,4 ,..., (2A; — l) n }  i f  b = 2 k and n is even.
Friendly Index Sets O f Gm,n 
The graph Gm,n is formed connecting two stars by using a common end vertex of 
the two stars w ith  degrees m  and n  respectively. This vertex is the central vertex 
w ill call i t  c. The two vertices which are the centers of the two stars themselves w ill 
be called a and b. In  the case where m  = deg o =  1 or n =  deg 6 = 1  then Gm,n 
w ill become a double star. So we w ill be considering the cases where: 1 <  m  <  n. 
Also th is graph has m - \ - n + l  vertices. I t  is sufficient to  find the friendly index set of 
two special forms o f Gm,n- The firs t form is where we have a friendly labeling where 
f{a)  =  0, / ( 6) =  1 , and / (c )  =  1. The second form occurs when a friendly labeling 
such tha t f{a)  =  0 , / ( 6) =  1 , and / (c )  =  0 is used instead. As w ith  the double stars 
the cases we consider w ill be based upon the parity  of m  -f n.
Case A . I f  m  - f  n is odd then m  +  n -t- 1 is even. So for friendly labeling to  occur
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m,n-
Figure 3.3; TH E  G RAPH G ^,„.
we must sp lit the number of vertices labeled by 0 and 1 in  half. This means that 
(m +  n +  l ) / 2  vertices w ill be labeled 0 and (m  +  n +  l ) / 2  w ill be labeled 1. Since we 
bave an equal number o f vertices labeled by 0 and 1 i t  does not m atter which of the two 
forms of Gm,n we are considering. As w ith  the double star we label the end vertices: 
0 =  f ( u i )  = f { u 2 ) = f i us )  =  ... =  f{ui),  0 =  f {vi )  =  / (% ) =  /(ns ) =  ... =  
and the rest o f the end vertices by 1. We want to find out how many edges are labeled 
0. To get a 0 edge labeling on the left-hand star we would need to add a 0, so the 
left-hand star contributes i such 0-edges. To get a 0 edge labeling on the right-hand 
side we w ill need to  add a 1 thus the right hand star contributes n — 1 — j  such edges. 
By design we also have a central edge labeled by 0 (since 1 -b 1 =  0). In  all we have 
tha t 6/ ( 0) = i + n  — 1 —j  + l  = i + n — j .  Now we need to find out how many edges 
are labeled 1. For a 1-edge labeling on the left-hand star to occur we need to add a 1 
hence there are m  — l  — i such edges. In  order to get a 1-edge labeling from the right 
hand star we need to  add a 0 so there w ill be j  such edges. There is also a central 
edge labeled 1. A ll together we have tha t 6 /(1) = m  — I — i - \ - j  + l  = m  — i + j .  So 
then
k / ( l )  — 6/(0)1 =  \m — n + 2(j  — z)|. (3.8)
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Notice tha t in  this choice of graph we have the number of 0-vertices is given by i+j-\ - \  
thus
m  + n  + 1 = 2{i + j  + 1), (3.9)
which yields n  = 2{i j )  — m  + 1. Hence
| e / ( l ) - e / ( 0 ) |  =  | 2 m - 4 t - l | .  (3.10)
As i ranges over the integers 0 to  m — 1 the previous equation gives us the set 
{0 ,3 , 5,..., 2m — 1}.
Case B . Now i f  m - f n is even then m +  h +  1 is odd. So then for a friendly 
labeling to  occur we have two situations; either we label (m  +  n ) / 2  vertices by 0 
and (m  +  n +  2 )/2  vertices by 1; or alternatively; label (m +  n )/2  vertices by 1 and 
(m  +  n +  2 )/2  vertices by 0. We w ill handle this situation and the alternate situation 
by computing the possible friendly index set for both forms o f in  jus t one of the 
situations mentioned in the previous statement. W ith  out loss o f generality we label 
(m  +  n ) /2  vertices by 0 and (m  +  n +  2 )/2  vertices by 1.
Subcase B l .  In  the firs t subcase we consider the firs t form of the graph. Recall 
tha t in  the previous case we computed;
|e /( l)  -  e /(0)| =  |m -  n  +  2{j -  z)|. (3.11)
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In  this sub-case we have a different number of 0 vertices. Here we have tha t
i  +  j  +  1 =  (m  +  n +  2)/2. (3.12)
W hich gives us n =  2{i -b j )  — m. So then
|c / ( l )  — c/(0)| =  12m — 4z|. (3.13)
Subcase B 2 . In  the second subcase we study the second form. Again we label 
according to: 0 =  / ( i t i )  =  /(ttg ) =  /(u s ) =  ... =  / ( i t i ) ,  0 =  f {vi )  = / (% ) =
f {vi )  = ... =  f{vj) ,  and the rest of the end vertices by 1. We again get c /(0) =
i + n — 1 —j  + l = i - \ -n — j  and e /( l)  = m  — 1 — i + j  + l  = m  — i + j .  So then
|e /( l)  -  6 /(0 )I = \m -  n + 2{j -  i)\. (3.14)
However in  th is subcase
Î +  J +  2 — (m  -b n -b 2 )/2  (3.15)
which gives us n =  2(z -b j  -b 1) — m. Hence
|c / ( l )  — e/(0)| =  12m — 4.i — 2|. (3.16)
We can summarize all of this in to  a theorem.
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Theorem  22. Given 2 <  m < n. Then the friendly index set of Gm,n is
{1, 3 , 5 , 2m — 1} i f  m  + n i s o d d ;  
{ 0 , 2 , 4 , 2m }  if  m  + n i s e v e n .
The next section w ill discuss the friendly index sets o f caterpillars.
Friendly Index Sets of Caterpillars 
In  th is section we define the tree called caterpillar and derive its friendly index set. 
Caterpillar is a tree having the property tha t the removal of its end-vertices results in  a 
path (the spine). We use CR{ai ,a 2 , ■ , a„) to denote the caterpillar w ith  a P„-spine, 
where the fth  vertex o f has degree a,. Since CR(1,  a i, ■ • ■ , a„, 1) =  GR(ai ,  ■ • ■ , a„) 
and ai ^  1  ( 2  < i < n — 1 ), we w ill assume tha t >  2.
«1 % U3
O '  Q Q ~ • • • "O"nîwF 7F
Figure 3.4: A  C A T E R P ILLA R  OF D IA M E T E R  n  +  1 (P„-SPINE).
In  this section we w ill concentrate on caterpillars whose spines are P3 and w ill use the 
notation G = GR(a,  b, c), where degn =  a, degn =  b, and degm =  c, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: A  C A TE R P ILLA R  OF D IA M E T E R  3, C R (8,9 ,8).
This caterp illar has a + b + c — 1 vertices and a-\-b+c — 2 edges. Assume a, c >  1 6 >  2 
and le t /  : V(G)  —> {0 ,1 }  be a friendly labeling. We w ill consider two cases:
Case A . a +  6 +  c is odd.
Notice tha t any friendly labeling where f {u)  =  f {v)  = f {w)  = 0 w ill result in 
|e (l) — e(0)| =  1. This is the tr iv ia l situation. The other situations w ill be discussed 
in  subcase A l  to subcase A3.
Subcase A l .  Let f {u)  — 0, and f {v)  = f {w)  =  1 be the labeling o f the central 
vertices and all other labels be 1 except
/ ( ^ i )  =  / W )  = • • •  = f { u i )  =  0;
/ K )  =  f {v2)  = • • •  = f { V j ) = 0 - ,
f { w i )  =  f {w2)  =■■■ =  f {Wk)  =  0.
(3.17)
Then uy(0) =  i + j  + k +  l  and Vf { l )  =  a + b + c — i — j ~ k  — 2. For th is labeling to 
be friendly we need
+  +  "  +  (3.18)
which implies |e (l) -  e(0)| =  |2a -  4z -  1|. Moreover, i + l  < (a +  5 +  c -  l ) / 2  and
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a — 2 +  1 <  (a +  6 +  c — l) /2 , which provide the inequalities (a — 6 — c +  3)/2 < 2 <
(o +  6 +  c — 3)/2. Therefore, the friendly indices obtained in this subcase would be
{|2a — 42 — l |  ; ^  2 <  A f,}, (3.19)
where =  max{0, {a — b — c + 3 )/2 } and =  m in {a  — 1, (a +  6 +  c — 3 )/2 }.
The label assignments f {u)  =  1, and f {v)  =  f ( w )  = 0, w ill result in  |e (l) — e(0)| =
|2a — 42 — 3|, which is the complementary labeling and w ill provide the same friendly 
indices.
Note tha t i f  a <  6, c, then 0 <  2 <  a — 1 and {1 ,3 ,5 , • • • , 2a — 1} C Fl iG) .
Subcase A 2 . Suppose tha t we label central vertices: f {v)  = 0, and f [u)  =  f {w)  =  1 
and label all other vertices by 1 except
f{ui) =  f{u2) = • • •  = / ( u i )  =  0;
f {v i )  = f { v 2 ) = • • ■  = / ( u j )  =  0; (3-20)
f { w i )  =  f {w2)  = • • •  = f { W k ) = 0 .
Then Vf{0) = i + j  + k + 1 and Vf{l) = a + b + c — i — j  — k — 2. For friendly labeling 
to occur i t  must be tha t
thus |e (l) — e(0)| =  \2b — 4j — 1|. Now then, j  + 1 < (a +  6 +  c — l) /2  and b — j  <
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(a +  fe +  c — l) /2 , which yield the inequalities (a —5 —c +  3)/2 < j  < {a +  b +  c — 3)/2.
Hence, the friendly indices obtained in this subcase would be
{ | 2 6 - 4 j - l | : m j < ; < M j } ,  (3.22)
where rrij =  max{0, {b — a — c +  l ) / 2 }  and Mj = m in{6 — 2, {a + b + c — 3 )/2 }.
The following labeling for the central vertices; f {v)  =  1, and f {u)  — f{w)  = 0, w ill 
result in  |e (l) — e(0)| =  \2b — 4 j — 7|, which is the complementary labeling and w ill 
provide the same friendly indices.
When b < a,c,  i t  is seen th a t 0 < j  < b — 2 and {1 ,3 ,5 , • • ■ , 26 — 1} C FI{G).  
Subcase A 3 . Let f {w)  =  0, and f {u)  = f{v)  =  1 be the labeling of the central 
vertices and a ll other labels be 1 except
/ ( ^ i )  ^ 1 (^ 2 ) = / ( u j ) = 0 ;
/ ( ^ i )  = f { v 2 ) =■■■ = f ( v j ) = 0 - ,  (3.23)
/ ( w i)  = f ( w 2 ) = • • •  = f { W k ) = 0 .
Then Vf{0) — i + j  + k + 1 and u / ( l )  = a + b + c — i — j  — k — 2. For this labeling to 
be friendly we need
+  t  +  l  =  °  +  +  (3,24)
which implies |e (l) -  e(0)| =  |2c -  4k -  l\. Moreover, k + 1 < (a +  6 +  c — l) /2  and 
c — k + I < (a +  6 +  c — l) /2 ,  which provide the inequalities (a — 6 — c +  3 )/2  <  A: <
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(a +  6 +  c — 3)/2. Therefore, the friendly indices obtained in this subcase would be
{|2c -  4A: -  1| : mfc <  A; <  Mk},  (3.25)
where ruk = max{0, {a — b — c + 3 )/2 } and Mk = m in {c  — 1, {a + b + c — 3 )/2 }.
The label assignments f {w)  =  1, and f {v)  = f{w)  =  0, w ill result in  |e (l) — e(0)| =
|2c — 4A: — 3|, which is the complementary labeling and w ill provide the same friendly 
indices.
Note tha t i f  c <  a, b, then 0 <  A; <  a — 1 and {1 ,3 , 5, • ■ • , 2c — 1} C FI{G).
This case is summarized by the following theorem.
T h e o re m  23. Suppose a + b + c is odd. Then FI{CR{a,  b,c)) = A \ J B { J C ,  where
A  =  {|2a — 4i — 1\ : mi < i < Mi};
B  =  {|26 — 4j — 1| : mj  < j  < Mj};  (3.26)
G — {|2c — 4k — 1\ : mk < k < Mk}.
Here
mi  =  max{0, (a — 6 -  c +  3 )/2 };
rrzj =  maxjO, (6 — a — c +  l) /2 } :  (3.27)
mk — max{0, (a — 6 — c +  3 )/2 },
and
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Mi =  m in {a  — 1, (a +  6 +  c — 3 )/2 };
Mj = m in{6 — 2, (a +  6 +  c — 3 )/2 }; (3.28)
Mfc =  m in {c  — 1, (a +  6 +  c — 3 )/2 }.
Case B . a +  6 +  c is even.
Notice tha t any friendly labeling where f { u )  =  f { v )  =  f { w )  =  0 w ill result in 
|e (l) — e(0)| =  0 when |u/(0)| =  a +  6 +  c/2. In  the situation where f { u )  = f { v )  =
f { w )  — 0 and |u/(0)| =  a +  6 +  c — 2/2 we get |e (l) — e(0)| =  2. These are the triv ia l
situations. The other situations w ill be discussed in  subcase B \  to  subcase B3.  
Subcase B l .  Suppose we label the central vertices by / ( u )  =  0, and f { y )  = f { w )  = 1 
and label all other vertices by 1 except
/ ( ^ i )  = f M  = / ( u j ) = 0 ;
f {vi )  ^  f { v 2 ) = • • •  = f { v j ) = 0 ;  (3-29)
/ ( ^ i )  =  f { ' ^ 2 )  = • • •  = f { W k ) = Q .
Then u/(0) = i + j  + k - \ - l  and u / ( l )  = a-\-h + c — i — j  — k — 2. For this labeling to 
be friendly we need
i  +  j  +  =  (3.30)
or
The last equation yields |e ( l) -e (0 ) |  =  |2a —4z|. In  th is situation, i  +  l  <  (a +  6 + c )/2
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and a —i + l  < (a +  6 +  c — 2)/2, which provide the inequalities (a — 6 — c +  4 )/2  <
2 <  (a +  6 +  c — 2)/2. Therefore, the friendly indices obtained in  this subcase would
be
{ | 2 o - 4 2 | : m ^ < i < M J ,  (3.32)
where rrii =  max{0, { a - h  — c + 4 ) /2 } and Mi  =  m in {a  -  1, {a + b + c — 2 )/2 }. The 
parallel equation gives us |e (l) — e(0)| =  |2a — 4i — 2|. And th is produces the same 
friendly elements.
The label assignments f {u)  = 1, and f {v)  = f {w)  = 0, w ill result in |e (l) -  e(0)| =
12a — 42 — 2|, and |e (l) — e(0)| =  |2a — Ai — 4|, which are the equations for the
complementary labeling and w ill provide the same friendly indices.
When a <  6 — 3, c, it  is seen tha t 0 <  2 <  a -  1 and {0,2,4,  • • • , 2a} C FI{G).  
Subcase B 2 . Let f ( v )  = 0, and f {u)  =  f {w)  =  1 be the labeling of the central 
vertices and all other labels be 1 except
f {u i )  = f ( u 2 ) = • • •  = / ( u j ) = 0 ;
/ ( ^ i )  = f(+2 ) =■■■ = f { v j ) = 0 ;  (3.33)
/ ( w i)  =f {w2)  = • • •  =f{Wk)  = 0.
Then u/(0) = i + j  + k + l and V f { l )  = a + b + c — i — j  — k ~ 2 .  Friendly labeling 
implies
,  +  ,  +  f c + l  =  ^ ± t ± J l ^ ,  (3,34)
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or
i  +  j  +  =  (3,35)
The previous equation gives us |e (l) — e(0)| =  |26 — Aj\. In  this instance, j  + 1 < 
{a+b+c ) / 2  and b—j  < (a + 6 + c —2)/2, which provide the inequalities (6—a—c+2) /2  <  
j  < {a + b + c — 2)/2.  Therefore, the friendly indices obtained in  th is subcase would 
be
(3.36)
where rrij =  maxjO, (6 — a — c +  2) /2}  and Mj = m in{6 — 2, (a +  6 +  c — 2 )/2 }. 
The other equation yields |e (l) — e(0)| =  |26 — 4 j — 2|. This result gives us the same 
friendly indices.
Using the labeling such tha t f {v)  = 1, and f {u)  = f {w)  = 0, gives us |e (l) — e(0)| =  
126 — Aj — 10|, and |e (l) — e(0)| =  |26 — Aj — 8|. This is the complementary labeling 
and w ill provide the same friendly indices.
Note tha t i f  6 <  a, c, then 0 < j  < b -  2 and {0,2,4,  • ■ • , 26} C FI{G).
Subcase B 3 . Suppose we label the central vertices by f {w)  =  0, and f {u)  =  f {v)  = 1 
and label a ll other vertices by 1 except
f {u i )  = f { u 2 ) = • • ■ = f { u i ) = 0 ;
f { v i )  =  f {v2)  =■■■ = f { V j ) = 0 ;  (3.37)
f i 'Wi )  =  f {w2)  =■■■ = f { W k )  =  0.
Then Vf{0) — i + j  + k + 1 and u / ( l )  = a + b + c — i — j  — k — 2. For th is labeling to
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be friendly we need
i  +  ,  +  f c + l  =  i ± t t ^ ,  (3.38)
or
i + j  + k+l  = ^±P^ ,  (3 .39)
The last equation yields |e (l) —e(0)| =  |2c — 4A:|. In  th is situation, A: +  l  <  ( a +6 +c ) / 2  
and a — k + 1 < {a + b + c — 2)/2, which provide the inequalities (c — a — 6 +  4 )/2  <  
k <  {a + b + c — 2)/2. Therefore, the friendly indices obtained in  this subcase would 
be
{|2c -  4A:| : rufe <  A: <  M)t}, (3.40)
where rUk =  max{0, {a -  a -  b + 4)/2}  and Mk =  m in {c  -  1, {a + b + c -  2 )/2 }. The 
parallel equation gives us |e (l) — e(0)| =  |2c — 4A: — 2|. And this produces the same 
friendly elements.
The label assignments f {w)  = 1, and f {u)  =  f {v)  =  0, w ill result in  |e (l) — e(0)| =  
|2c — 4A: — 2|, and |e (l) — e(0)| =  |2a — 4A; — 4|, which are the equations for the 
complementary labeling and w ill provide the same friendly indices.
When c <  a, 6 -  1, it  is seen tha t 0 <  A: <  c -  1 and {0,2,4,  • ■ • , 2c} C FI{G).
This is summarized by the following theorem.
T h e o re m  24. Suppose a + b + c is even. Then FI{CR{a,  6, c)) =  A  (J S  |J C, where
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Here
and
A  =  {|2a — Ai\ : mi < i  < Mi};
B  — {\2b — Aj\ : mj  < j  < Mj};  (3-41)
C  =  {|2c — Ak\ : m k  < k < M k } -
mi = max{0, (a — 6 — c +  4) /2} ;
m j =  max{0, (6 — a — c +  2) /2} ;  (3.42)
mk =  max{0, (c — a -  6 +  4 )/2 },
Mi — n iin {a  — 1, {a + b + c — 2 )/2 } j
M j =  m in{6 — 2, (a +  6 +  c — 2) /2} ;  (3.43)
Mk =  m in {c  — 1, {a + b + c — 2 )/2 }.
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C H A P TE R  4 
CONCLUSION
This thesis has served as an expository discussion about the friendly index sets of 
a number of graphs. The study of friendly index sets was started by Lee and Ng [11]. 
They computed the friendly index sets of complete graphs, complete b ipartite  graphs, 
and a number o f trees. Salehi and Lee continued the study of friendly index sets of 
trees [13]. They found the friendly index sets for number of trees including: trees w ith  
perfect matching, Fibonacci trees, and Lucas trees. The study of friendly index sets 
is a fresh field o f interest and there are numerous open problems. In  this thesis, we 
explored the friend ly index sets of star-like graphs. We computed the friendly index 
sets of double-stars, ST{n;  6") , Gm,n, and some caterpillars of diameter 4. Our future 
research goals include calculating the friendly index sets for the general caterpillar of 
diameter n + 1. We believe tha t our proof for the friend ly index set o f ST{n;  6") can be 
generalized for ST{n;  èj, 62, ■■■, 6„ ) . A ll the work done so far concerning friendly index 
sets of trees have led researchers to believe tha t the elements of the friendly index 
sets o f trees form  an arithm etic progression. Salehi and Lee have conjectured tha t 
the friendly indices of any tree form an arithm etic progression of common difference 
two [13]. Our study o f the friendly indices o f star-like graphs was aimed at verifying 
this conjecture.
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